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WEATHER

92°/74°
(today/tonight)

Scattered
storms.
Forecast, B10
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NATION & WORLD

Irene aftermath: Millions still
without power as cleanup continues

BUSINESS

A day after Irene made
landfall in New Jersey,
right, its greatest effect
was felt far from the
coastline — in places
like landlocked
Vermont and upstate
New York. A15

OBITUARY

MIKE
THOMAS

Markets
bounce back

Time to give
jobs agency a
pink slip. A3

The Dow rose more
than 254 points,
fueled by consumer
spending and a
Greek bank merger.
Markets charts, A13

Scott Harris, 64, dies
after battling cancer
The “journalists’
journalist” helped
launch Central
Florida News 13
during his long
career. A3

SMALLER PROJECTS
FACE NASA CRUNCH
By Mark K. Matthews
Washington Bureau

ASSOCIATED PRESS FILE

The Hubble telescope made this
image of a planetary nebula in ’09.

WASHINGTON — The cost of
NASA’s two flagship programs — a
new space telescope and its next
rocket — is poised to devour much
of the agency’s shrinking budget
in coming years, putting at risk
everything from efforts to devel-

op futuristic spacecraft to returning rocks from Mars, scientists and
congressional insiders warn.
At a time when budgets are being slashed government-wide,
price estimates for the James
Webb Space Telescope and NASA’s
new rocket and crew capsule either have increased by billions of
dollars or are at risk to do so, ac-

cording to internal NASA documents and external evaluations.
The Webb telescope, a hightech successor to the Hubble
Space Telescope, once was expected to cost $3.5 billion and
launch this year. Now, the estimate
is $8.7 billion, with a 2018 launch

Webb telescope

The successor to the
Hubble telescope has
more than doubled in
cost.
Revised
estimated
cost with a 2018
launch date
Initial
estimated
cost with a
2011 launch
date

$8.7B

$3.5B
SOURCES: NASA, Sentinel
research
STAFF GRAPHIC

Please turn to NASA, A9

MORE REST FOR TRUCK DRIVERS?

EXCLUSIVE

TO REIN IN ACCIDENTS,
FEDS MAY CHANGE RULES

Did Sheriff’s Office misuse files,
photos to lobby against gun bill?
By Henry Pierson Curtis
Staff Writer

Florida law-enforcement officials
dipped into secret intelligence files to
lobby against legislation that would have
allowed holders of concealed-weapons
permits to carry their guns openly, newly
released documents show.
Leading the effort last spring was one of
Orange County Sheriff Jerry Demings’
staff lobbyists, who gave lawmakers surveillance and state drivers license photos of
eight concealed-weapons permit holders,
despite a state law that makes the identities
of the 800,000 permit holders confidential.
The idea was to distribute photographs
of motorcycle-gang members with valid
gun permits to show legislators the sort of
people who might scare away tourists if
they displayed their pistols, according to an
investigation by the Orange-Osceola State

JACOB LANGSTON/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

“You see them weaving all over the road,” says Laurie Clarke, at
an I-4 rest area near Longwood, about truckers fighting fatigue.

ACCIDENT
VICTIM

"Those are the ones
we’re worried about
carrying … Please defeat this terrible bill.”
Sheriff’s Capt. Mike Fewless to the
state Senate Judiciary Committee

Attorney’s Office.
The information given to lawmakers
came from the secret files of the Orange
sheriff’s Intelligence Squad, an undercover
unit that investigates “motorcycle gangs,
white supremacy groups … organized
crime and other non-traditional cases,” the
Please turn to REPORT, A9

Orlando outlet malls avoid slowdown
By Sandra Pedicini

By Christine Show |

Staff Writer

It was a typical night for Julio Rentas Jr. as he steered his
tractor-trailer along an open stretch of Interstate 95 in Flagler
County.
Then, out of nowhere, trucker Betty Tucker pulled onto the
interstate from the shoulder, where she had pulled over to check a
light that had come on in her cab. Rentas’ rig smashed into
Tucker’s, killing the 33-year-old Groveland father of two.
A lawsuit in federal court accused Tucker of Richmond, Va., of
having driven a grueling 19 consecutive hours before the accident.
“It’s a safety problem — drivers like this are putting everyone on
the road at risk,” said Orlando attorney Henry “Hank” Didier, who,
along with colleague P. Alexander Gillen, won a $3 million verdict
this month for the Rentas family over the December 2009 accident.
In a move to help prevent such accidents, the Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration, which enforces trucking regulations, has proposed reducing the allowable driving time for interstate truckers from 11 hours in each 14-hour shift to 10 hours.
Truckers also would be required to take a one-hour break during
Please turn to TRUCKS, A15

Staff Writer

Julio Rentas Jr.,
shown with his wife
Glenda, died in 2009.

Proposal changes
hours-of-service
rules for interstate truckers, A15

Bolstered by tourists and
locals alike, cash registers
are ringing at Central Florida’s outlet malls.
Orlando Premium Outlets on Vineland Avenue this
month revealed plans to expand, for the second time in
less than five years.
The 550,000-square- foot
center and its sister property
on International Drive are
both fully leased. And more
stores want in. Retailers
from New York & Co. to Ann
Taylor have abandoned
many traditional malls while
rapidly opening more outlet
stores.
The allure of luxury at
rock-bottom prices brings

Like us at Facebook.com/orlandosentinel
Follow @orlandosentinel on Twitter

JACOB LANGSTON/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Business is going so strong for Orlando Premium Outlets
that it is planning its 2nd expansion in less than 5 years.

shoppers to outlet centers,
featuring brands such as
Ralph Lauren, Brooks
Brothers and Tory Burch.
Many items are over-
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stocked or discontinued,
while others are part of
separate product lines
Please turn to RETAIL, A9
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